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Michigan Farm Bureau Ag in the Classroom – Connections to Michigan Content 
Standards 

 
4th GRADE LESSON – “Michigan Food: From Farm to You”  

 
Michigan Farm Bureau Promotion and Education Committee 

 
This lesson meets the following Social Studies and Science content standards for the upper 
elementary level: 
 
SOCIAL STUDIES  
 
Content Standard II: Geographic Perspective 
 
 2-2:  Describe the ways in which their environment has been changed by people, and the ways their lives 

are affected by the environment.  
 3-1:  Identify locations of significance in their immediate environment and explain reasons for their location. 
 
Content Standard V: Inquiry 
 
 1-3:  Organize information to make and interpret simple maps of their local surroundings and simple graphs 

and tables of social data drawn from their experience. 
 2-2:  Gather and analyze information in order to answer the question posed. 
 
SCIENCE 
 
Content Standard V: Use Scientific Knowledge from the Earth and Space Sciences in Real-
World Contexts 
 
 1-1:  Describe major features of the earth’s surface. (Key concepts: Types of features – rivers, mountains, 

deserts, plains, valleys, oceans. Real-world contexts: Examples of local surface features such as hills, 
valleys, rivers; pictures of non-local land features, including mountains, deserts.) 
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“Michigan Food: From Farm to You” 
Written by:  Laurie Isley and Deb Schmucker 

 
 
 Introductions/Welcome Introduce yourself and give an overview of your 

farm. 
 (2-3 Minutes)  
 
 
Show map of Michigan       Michigan Geography  
Pass out the Lab Sheet #1           (10 Minutes) Today, we are going to talk about Michigan  
(blank map.) Agriculture. 
 
 Michigan is located in the Midwest region in the 

United States and is the only state to be 
surrounded by four of five of the Great lakes – 
can you name them?  Michigan, Superior, 
Ontario, Huron and Erie. Ontario is the only 
one that doesn’t touch the state. One easy way 
to remember the Great Lakes is to remember 
the word HOMES (Huron, Ontario, Michigan, 
Erie, and Superior.)  Michigan is also unique 
because it has two peninsulas, an upper and a 
lower. Can you tell me what connects the 
two of them? (Mackinac Bridge) What 
country is just north of Michigan? (Canada). 

 
 

Label directions, Lake Michigan, 
Lake Huron, Lake Superior, Lake Erie 
Lake Ontario        
                                                                                                                       Because Michigan is surrounded by the lakes;  
                                                                                                                      a special climate is created that allows the state  
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                                                                                                                      to produce many different crops. What is   
                                                                                                                       Climate?  The weather conditions typical to 
                                                                                                                       our area. Can you guess how many crops    
                                                                                                                        Michigan produces?  (Over 125 different   
                                                                                                                      crops)  these crops contribute more than 60 
                                                                                                                      Billion dollars to the Michigan economy.   
Velcro directions & lakes.                                                                             That’s a lot of money, isn’t it?  
                     

Today, we’re going to talk about some of these 
different crops and where they’re grown.  
 
We are right here on the map now – if we go 
this direction, we are traveling? North. If we 
go towards Ohio or Indiana, we are 
traveling?  South. If we go toward Lake 
Michigan, we are going?  West or if we go 
towards the thumb of Michigan or Lake 
Huron, we are going?  East. 

Pass out lab sheet #1 
Sometimes we combine our directions. On 
your map, you see the corners outlined. What 
do you think the lower left corner would 
be? That’s right – it is southwest.  

Use large Michigan map to color regions Color that area yellow and write southwest 
Write the direction name on the board and Velcro on the top line that says region. Now let’s move  
the tag on that region.                                                                                    east to southeast Michigan. Color that part 
 of your map purple and write southeast 
 on the top line that says region. Now let’s move 

northwest to central Michigan. Color that 
portion of the map red and write central on the 
top line that says region. Now move farther 
north and west to northwest Michigan.  Color 
that portion of the map green and write 
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northwest on the top line that says region. Let’s 
move east again to the northeast region.  Color 
that region orange and write northeast on the 
top line that says region. This region includes 
the “thumb” of Michigan.  Now let’s move north 
to the Upper Peninsula.  Let’s color this region 
blue and write Upper Peninsula on the top line 
that says region.  

Show Map of Michigan with all commodities  
Pass out small Michigan map – Lab Sheet #2       Michigan Products 
                                                                                (15 Minutes) 

Now that you have the regions of Michigan 
identified let’s play a short trivia game to 
identify some products and see where they 
grow in Michigan. Does anyone know what a 
product is? A product is something that is 
produced an example would be a cow 
produces milk which would be a product of 
the cow.  
 
 

Show the meat chart and cuts of meat. 
 The first product comes from cattle.  It’s often 

grilled in the summertime and can be found at 
McDonald’s.  What is it?  HAMBURGER – 
This is a form of beef.  Let’s take a look at this 
meat chart; we enjoy several cuts of beef 
which include steaks and roast. Do you have a 
favorite cut of beef?  Look at your commodity 
map of Michigan. Do you see where beef 
cows are raised?  All over Michigan, but a lot 
of cattle are grown in the Upper Peninsula.  
Write beef on one of the product lines in the 

Velcro the product tags in that region. 
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Upper Peninsula. Now find a few other 
products using your large map and write them 
in the UP and list them under beef.  (Use the 
large map to find a few other products). 
 
The second product can be red or green.  It 
grows on a vine and can be used for 
sandwiches or on salads or even made into 
products like these. What is it? TOMATOES –  

Show product samples of tomatoes. where do you think the most tomatoes are 
                                                                                                                       grown?  Southeast Michigan.  Write tomato in  
                                                                                                                       southeast Michigan. Now look again and find  
                                                                                                                       some other products from that area and write 
   them on the product lines for the southeast  
   region. 

 
Show milk products. The next product is important to stay healthy. It 
 comes from a cow and lots of people like it 
 chocolate. What is it?  MILK – Where do you 
 think the most milk is produced?  Milk is 
 produced across the state but two major areas 
 are the thumb and northwest Michigan, so 
 write Milk on the product line in both of those 
 areas. What types of products can be made 
 from Milk? Yogurt, ice cream, cheese and 
 more (show products).  

 
What other products do you see in 
Northwest? Lots of fruit? That’s right. Areas 
near the lake are great for raising everything 
from peaches to blueberries. Write in a few 
fruits or other products that come from that 
area on the product lines. 
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Show samples of corn products.                                                                    The fourth product is a grain and is used to  
                                                                                                                       make products you wouldn’t think would go  
                                                                                                                       together like pop, gum, cereal, ethanol for fuel 
                                                                                                                       and tortillas.  What is it? CORN – Where do 
                                                                                                                       you think the most corn is grown in   
                                                                                                                       Michigan? 
 
                                                                                                                       Corn is grown all over Michigan, in fact, all 
                                                                                                                        over the United States. Today we are going to  
                                                                                                                       place corn in the southwest region. Write corn  
                                                                                                                       and a few other products grown in southwest        
                                                                                                                       Michigan.  

 
Show samples of bean products.                                                                  The fifth product is a great source of fiber.  It is  

used in a variety of products including many    
Mexican dishes.  Sometimes it is made into 
soup and sometimes it is refried - What is it? 
BEANS – there are lots of different kinds of 
beans – Can you name a few? (soybeans, 
green beans, navy, kidney beans, pinto beans 
& black beans.)  Michigan is a top producer of 
some varieties of beans. Where in Michigan 
are they grown?  That’s right, northeast 
Michigan. Write beans on the product line and 
use your map to write a down a few other 
products from that area.  
 
Now find a few products in the central region 
on your map and write them down on the 
product line for the central region.                                           
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 Processing a raw 
                                                             Product 
                                                           (5 Minutes) 

That’s a lot of different products. What do you 
suppose farmers do with those products 
after they grow them? (eat them, sell them) 
Who might they sell them to? (restaurants, 
grocery stores, processors.)  Some products, 
especially fruits and vegetables may be sold 
fresh, but most Michigan products are shipped 
to other areas to be processed.  What do you 
think processing might mean?   
 
Remember the corn and beans we looked 
at?  
 
You probably wouldn’t want to eat them as  
seeds but you’d enjoy them as gum or nachos,  
wouldn’t you? That’s what processing is. It’s 

Hold up processing poster.                                                                            changing or modifying a product into a form  
that people want to eat or use. 
 

Read definition out loud.                                                                                 REPEAT. It’s changing or modifying a product                       
                                                                                                                       into a form   that people want to eat or use. 
                                                                                                                       To   understand this better, let’s look at an    
                                                                                                                       example. Let’s pretend that a new processing 
                                                                                                                       plant is moving to central Michigan and wants   
Put processing plant tag on the central region.                                             to make beef tacos that can be sold at schools. 
                                                                                                                      What will  they need to make the taco? Look         

                                                                                                                   at your map and see what Michigan products 
                                                                                                                       might be in a taco. Raise your hand if you have  
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                                                                                                                       an idea. What did you find? beef, tortilla,  
                                                                                                                       cheese, tomatoes, etc.  
Have the students get into five different groups. 
 
 
Pass out the envelopes by region name.  That’s good. Of course, they won’t be very 

good tacos if they just use those raw products.  
  We can’t make a very good taco with just corn 

or beans. Seeds must be processed into 
products that can be used in the taco. We are 
going to need your help in order to get this taco 

  plant working. We are going to divide you into 
  five groups and then we are going to give each 
  group an envelope for a region in the state. In it  
  you will find processing steps for a specific 

commodity (another word for product.) See if 
you can put them in order for your product. You 
will also need to choose a reporter from your 
group to share the results with the class.   

Have groups Velcro puzzle 
Pieces to the strip of paper 
   

Now that each group has the puzzle put 
together let’s talk about what you have.  (Ask 
each group have a representative to talk about 
their product puzzle when completed.)  
 
Velcro finished product puzzle on processing 
plant. Discuss how each product is brought to 
the plant and a finished product is produced – 
the taco.   

                                                                       
 

Refer back to seeds and milk. 

Let all groups present prior to 
putting together large taco 
puzzle. 
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Pass out the lab sheet # 3 and have                                                             Show finished poster with puzzle(s) Velcro on. 
students follow along when groups 
are discussing their product.  
 
                                                                                                                       
Show career cards. Walk around the 
room with each card.                                                                             

Of course, that’s still not the end of the product  
journey. What does the owner of the taco 
plant still have to do? (advertising,     
packaging)  It  often takes a lot of different   
steps to get a product from the farm to the   
school, grocery store or restaurant. It also  
takes a lot of people with different careers to  
do each of these jobs.  Can you guess how  
many careers are related to agriculture?  
(more than 400). Let’s look at a few careers  
that are involved in processing each of these  
products.  Many of these careers are involved  
in all areas however, we going to relate a  
career to each product.  Let’s start with a  
farmer (that’s what we are.) A farmer is at the   
beginning of all our products, but we are going  
to list farmer with beef. Write farmer in the box  
at the bottom of beef. Let’s move on to  
tomatoes. Can you think of a career  
involved in processing the tomato to  
salsa? All of those ideas are good – have you  
ever thought of a Food Processing  
Engineer?  Food Processing engineers ensure  
food quality and safety while researching new  
products.  Write food processing engineer in 
the box at the bottom of tomatoes. Let’s move 

Write the career on 
the board.  
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on to milk/cheese.  Can you think of a career  
involved in processing the milk into 
cheese?  Have you ever thought of a Food  
Scientist?  Food scientists ensure our  
products taste good while researching ways to 
develop new varieties.  Write food scientist in  
the box at the bottom of milk/cheese.  Let’s  
move on to corn.  Can you think of a career 
involved in processing corn into a tortilla? 
Have you ever heard of an agronomist? 
Agronomists work with plants, soil and the  
environment to research tools and techniques  
to develop new crop varieties that grow  
efficiently.  Write agronomist in the box at the 
bottom of corn.  Let’s move on to beans.  Can  
you think of a career involved in processing 
beans?  Have you thought of a nutritionist? 
Nutritionist’s help people eat right by  
determining the health benefits in products. 
Write nutritionist in the box at the bottom of 
beans. 
 
Maybe one of these careers sounds interesting 
to you but if not, remember,  there are 395 
more you could choose from. 

Conclusion  
 Let’s review what we have learned today. We 

have explored a variety of commodities in 
Michigan.  Do you remember how many 
different commodities are produced in 
Michigan? That’s right, 125 different products. 
Michigan’s agricultural diversity makes 
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agriculture the second largest industry in 
Michigan.  

 
 Who remembers what HOMES stands for? 

(Huron, Ontario, Michigan, Erie, Superior) 
Good job! 

  
 How about our directions, not just north, south, 

east and west but combining them, too. What 
region was this? (point)  How about this? 
(point)  We also learned about processing – 
what does that mean? That right, it’s 
changing or modifying a product. After we did 
our processing and assembled our beef tacos, 
we talked about all the careers related to 
agriculture. Do you remember how many? 
(more than 400.)   

 
 I hope that the next time you buy a school 

lunch or go with mom or dad to the store you 
remember that it takes lots of people doing lots 
of different jobs to bring you fresh, healthy and 
great-tasting food. Thank you!
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“Michigan Food: From Farm to You” 
Material list 

(Designed for 2 classes of 35) 
 
 
35-70 Lab Sheet # 1 
35-70 Lab Sheet # 2 
35-70 Lab Sheet # 3 
 
Large Michigan Commodity Map 
Large Michigan County Map 
 
Direction tag with Velcro 
Lake tags with Velcro 
Product and Region tags with Velcro 
 
Product bags for: Corn (Tortilla chips, gum), Tomato (salsa, ketchup), Milk (cottage cheese, butter), 
Beans (refried, soup), Beef meat poster 
 
Processing definition poster 
 
Beef cuts poster 
 
Factory poster 
 
Career cards (Food Process Engineer, Food Scientist, Agronomist, and Nutritionist) 
 
Product Puzzle for Corn, Tomato, Milk, Beef and Beans 
 
Strips of card stock with Velcro to place puzzle 
 
Masking tape 
 
Wet-Erase Overhead Projector Pens (yellow, red, orange, purple, blue, green) 
 
Wipes to clean the poster 
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